Doppler spectra of airborne ultrasound forward scattered by the rough surface of open channel turbulent water flows.
Experimental data are presented on the Doppler spectra of airborne ultrasound forward scattered by the rough dynamic surface of an open channel turbulent flow. The data are numerically interpreted based on a Kirchhoff approximation for a stationary random water surface roughness. The results show a clear link between the Doppler spectra and the characteristic spatial and temporal scales of the water surface. The decay of the Doppler spectra is proportional to the velocity of the flow near the surface. At higher Doppler frequencies the measurements show a less steep decrease of the Doppler spectra with the frequency compared to the numerical simulations. A semi-empirical equation for the spectrum of the surface elevation in open channel turbulent flows over a rough bed is provided. The results of this study suggest that the dynamic surface of open channel turbulent flows can be characterized remotely based on the Doppler spectra of forward scattered airborne ultrasound. The method does not require any equipment to be submerged in the flow and works remotely with a very high signal to noise ratio.